Spotlight on Social Learning
April 2021: Problem Solving Month
Problem Solving, April’s Social Curriculum theme, is arguably the most important topic included in the curriculum. Life is
filled with problems, from everyday challenges like tying shoelaces to generation-defining emergencies like the
coronavirus pandemic, and we want to equip our students with tools they need to overcome them. In a rapidly changing
world, it becomes harder and harder to predict what challenges will define our success in the future, one reason
teaching artist advocate and author Eric Booth argues that problem solving skills “crucial to the success of a twenty-firstcentury artist”1. Flexible problem solving strategies like brainstorming, critical thinking, and decision making, can be
applied to a wide range of different problems, musical and non-musical, which makes them crucial to our students’
success as learners, artists, and citizens.
Problem solving can include all these strategies and more, but it is above all a mindset. In the classroom, a “problem” is
part of an intellectual game, which can always be solved by finding either the correct solution or employing an
appropriate method. In the real world problems can be messy, complicated, and sprawling. Some problems have many
possible solutions, some can be broken down into smaller, more manageable problems. Some problems can be solved
with a little help, others have no solution at all.
The best problem solvers are able to transcend these academic conceits and find truly insightful and original solutions.
They are able to insightfully define the problem, identify and execute the appropriate strategies, and explain their
solution, by employing what Julia Graf, co-founder and president of the Center for Applied Rationality, calls a “scout
mindset”2. Having a scout mindset means focusing your efforts on investigating and understanding a situation, as
opposed to a soldier mindset that is more focused on taking control and acting decisively. The better we understand a
problem, the better we are able to suggest appropriate strategies for solving it, and the more we adopt a scout mindset
the more energy we will put into understanding all aspects of a problem and any potential solutions.
Music learning presents innumerable problems
and challenges that can be overwhelming to
beginners and professionals alike. Our first
social curriculum activity this month, “Score
Says WHAT?!”, challenges our students to take
up a scout mindset and investigate the meaning
of the written score. At first glance, the score
appears overwhelmingly complicated. It
includes multiple clefs, mixed metres, and
detailed performance instructions in English
and Italian, designed to look intimidating. For a
student with a soldier mindset, this piece would
make an intimidating foe!

“Score Says WHAT?!”, slide 3, Sistema Toronto 2021
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Taking on a scout mindset turns the whole situation on its head. Where the soldier sees each challenge as a battle, to
the scout they are puzzles. Where the soldier defines success as defeating the enemy, the scout values each piece of
information that helps them figure out the lay of the land. The main part of the activity involves working through the
puzzles hidden in the rhythm, terminology, pitch, tempo, title, and notation to decode the piece.

“Score Says WHAT?!”, slides 4 and 21, Sistema Toronto 2021
When they do, the students are rewarded with the discovery that “Hermano Juan” was no enemy, but an old friend
from France.
One problem many of our students are struggling with is stress. Stress is not a simple, academic problem that can be
neatly solved with an equation or resolved in a debate, it is a biological response that cannot be managed with reason
alone. Our second activity, “Don’t Stress, De-Stress”, aims to familiarize our students with the body’s response to stress
and introduce some strategies to manage it. The activity begins with a video from mentalhealthliteracy.org, explaining
stress and the stress response and introducing some breathing techniques to help manage it. Students are asked to
share some of the sources of stress in
their lives, and some of the strategies
they use to manage stress. Finally, the
class is asked to offer their advice for
how someone could handle their
stress in three different relatable
scenarios: a performer getting ready
to go onstage and trying to deal with
their stage fright, a student preparing
to take a challenging math test, and
someone struggling deal with Zoom
fatigue and uncomfortable with how
they look on camera.
“Don’t Stress, De-Stress”, slide 5, Sistema Toronto 2021
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The third activity for this month, “Practice Masters”, asks our students to take an even more active role in their own
learning by applying a variety of practice techniques to a piece they are working on in class. By inviting our students to
think critically and make strategic decisions about how and when to use different practicing methods, this virtual board
game challenges them to step beyond the traditional conservatory model of “deliberative practice”3 and take control of
their own learning. Each space the students land on challenges them to work on the music in a different way, from
saying the note names out loud to playing slowly with a metronome, so that they slowly build up a rich understanding of
the music and of how they came to learn it.

“Practice Masters”, slide 15, Sistema Toronto 2021
Playing the game over and over again provides the students with a library of practicing methods and strategies they can
apply on their own to any piece they are working on, giving them greater ability to learn and to practice strategically and
thoughtfully.
The artificial “Problem Solving” framework created in the classroom can be deceptive, when it ignores or fails to account
for important details and complexities, but it can also be incredibly helpful, when it clarifies the situation and allows for
elegant solutions. Real life is full of problems that cannot be solved like a puzzle or a game. While there are problems
that can be solved with a brilliant idea, moments where we feel like Alexander the Great cutting the Gordian Knot, many
problems have complicated or messy solutions, and if we’re not careful instead we end up with the leaning tower of Pisa
instead of the Parthenon. Armed with a library of problem solving strategies, we want our students to learn how to
overcome challenges that are within their capacities, when to ask for help, and what to do when they are faced with a
problem that can’t be solved or avoided. We want them learn to use their observational skills to engage with the world
like a scout, and use what they learn to be creative, reflective, life-long learners and confident problem solvers.
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